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Sometimes ordinary moments can ignite and put into motion other ideas.  While painting on the easel, a 
few of the children discovered that they could make a print of their painting strokes using another piece 
of paper. Above Jʻs eyes light up when he sees that his marks can make more marks!  So during open 
studio, we brought this discovery into the studio.  



Process of Printing

Bringing print making into the Atelier. Although printmaking is a very straight forward process, the tools which we use can have  
infinite possibilities, much like the child itself.  When working with a new media, there are many strategies and techniques to 
uncover.  For the children, this is a natural process of investigation and cause and effect wherein they can immediately see their 
marks as they make it. 


What came to the forefront as we have been working in this media are their movements and gestures.  The children have invented 
many different ways in which to move their hands to make marks. Like a dance they uncovered rhythm, pace, curving, shifting, 
intersecting, connecting, overlapping, composing.   Unlike the paint brush, the scraping tools provide a series of marks at the 
same time, as well as having a smaller plate to work on providing further intentionality.  The children also were given materials to 
print but would always come back to wanting to use the scrapers to make marks.  We can observe the thinking as a child chooses 
to play with making specific marks in different ways, often making several prints. Children do more than one print because often 
when they are working, they might have an idea and then add to or change their idea.  



Using two hands to drag across the plate Using the tip of the scraper
Moving the scrapper 

back and forth

Criss CrossIntersecting curves



As Z works we can see his intentionality through his pauses 
notice in the middle photo as he pauses, picks up the 
scraper,  and looks at his marks before making the next 
movement of his hand.  He does this several times as he 
works.



“I am relaxing my hand.”

Movement: rhythm 
& curves


E gets into her flow and 
experiments with 
moving her hand slowly 
and fast.  Notice as she 
plays with different 
types of curves within 
her prints.  She explains 
one of her strategies as 
she relaxes her hand to 
move the scraper.




H also works with the ideas 
of curves and movement

But we can observe how 
different her prints are from 
Eʻs.

Hʻs strategy is often to use 
one side of the scraper in a 
more circular motion, 

She doesnʻt just use one side 
in all of her prints but also 
chooses a side of the scraper 
that can make larger lines 
because she likes the way it 
looks.  Each print we can see 
has different movements 
within it.



P does several very interesting things. One is that he 
intentionally leaves spaces within his print to add 
different details like filling the whole plate with marks. 
At right one can see as he uses the scraper on one 
side and then leaves space, adds the next mark, 
leaves a space, and then adds the last mark.  In doing 
this he is showing us his thinking and strategy. 



L also uses a similar strategy.  As he works,  L  moves the scraper very 
slowly and methodically creating his lines.  



M and R also combine materials but have a different strategy.  They use one of the materials as a guide adding marks 
around the material.  They do several like this until R realizes one of the marks is like the ocean.  On their next print they 
think about how they can go about recreating this.



R finds the right tool and slowly adds the 
mark for the wave and then they both agree 
that it is done.
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